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The p purpose de the National € Children’ Ss. 

Resource Centre is to Prov ide information 
and training relevant 

  

in Ireland. If you would like. your training 
events considered for entry in the National 
Children’ s Resource Centre T RAINING 

EVENTS GUIDE please contact: 

Angela: Canálian : 

National Children’ s Resou urce Centre, 

Barnardo’s 

Christchurch Square 
Dublin 8. 

Tel: (01) 4549699 

Fax: (01) 4530355 

responses to such cases are “out-0 

natural feeling about such cases. It 

a they are working and d yet there 

e welfare of 
children (0-1 8) in response to current issues 
and likely future developments in child care 
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for those working with children and fam 
improving the quality of life for child 

  

  

    monitored to ensure that children ne are being cared for | 
apart from their families are not further violated by their 
experience in care. - The morale and status of all those who 

    

of clear standards and a commitment ba the Department of 
Health that such standards will be ‘resourced’. The further. 
development of the Children's Rights Allianc further | 
evidence that the rights of children a are getting attention and 
leads to the hope that action will follow. Developmen 
Family Resource Centres and similar schemes i is welcome | 

  

      

particularly where evaluation of such initiatives will guide 23 a 
future provision and therefore wider use of scarce resources. 
1995 must be a year when the message of the United Nations | a 

- Convention of Children's Rights is taken forward with 
renewed determination by all those concemed with i improving | : 
the life of children and families. : | 

NORAH GIBBONS i 
Team Leader — National Children’s Resource Centre 3 
1 

 



  

  

    

Over the last three months, January, 

February, March. 1995, a wide nes of | 

training was undertaken in the NCRC. 

Several parenting courses have been completed and 

the feedback from participants and tutors is that these 

courses can and do make a difference to them. The aes 

chaiice to meet as a group, discuss issues facing parents 

and discover, not only universality, but that other parents % 

best thing to.do’ is inestimable. 

Child care training courses for workers on 

community employment schemes are also beginning in. 

Cru:alin, Priorswood and other parts of Dublin. It i is 

heartening that one of these is the ‘advanced course’ 

where participants have requested 1 more. The NCRC is | 

also closely involved with several health boards, the — | 

North Western Health Board and South Eastern Health Abuse within the Family - a Journey through - od 

Board to name two where important trainin g | Assessment and Recovery”. it a 

The NCRC at Barnardo’ s is looking forward with ues | 

anticipation to ther next t few months and the training w we e na 

o will be ‘offering: | ns 

programmes are being developed and initiated. These 

two are very different, although both have a central 

aim to prevent child abuse, one being a community 

  

empowermébt: venture and the other training for multi-- yo 

disciplinary professionals. o 
Overall, the ethos that the NCRC wishes to maintain : | 

quality training backed up with excellent information | 

facilities which is anti- -discriminatory and available to 

__all who wish to further the well-being and welfare of 

children i in Ireland continues. 

It is good to see that the External Trainers’ Panel 
“ where Barnardo’ Ss NCRC has created a pool, a skill 

are equally perplexed about the ‘right answers’, ‘the | mix and geographical spread, of trainers which has been 
successful at responding. to the wide variety of training 

"throughout the country and seems to be able to maintain 

‘our standards. 

Finally, it is important t to mention our own instigated 

training - our public events where leaders in the field 

offer training opportunities. In March Deirdre 

McCambridge and Carole Diffin trained on “Sexual 

  

  

"FORTHCOMING E EVENT: 
  

          

      

   

    

Cost: £l 00     

. .NCRC at Bamardo” 's are running a 2 faye course “Risk identification - The Questions to Ask”, which is 

a two ae course, for those Me ee with children, e 8. nu workers, child care workers, 

o hel lepislative framework of the 1991 Child € Care 2 Act. eu | 

RISK IDENTIFICATION u 

Dates: Thursday 18 May & Friday 1 

Times:  9.30-4.30 eed 
Venue: 

   
: Christehurch h Square So à 

_ The NCRC is commitied to anti-discriminatory training to further the well being of children in Ireland. 

m at ENCRC, Bamardo’ s, 
i erine McGlone. Itshould 

the concept that effective ~~ 
re useful questions to be a 

consider working within |. 
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| N.C.R.C.NEWS... N.C.R.C.NEWS .. | 

  

A CHILD CARE COURSE FOR TRAVELLERS 

In January 1995 twelve trainees completed the first 

accredited Child Care Course for Travellers in 

Ireland. The trainees were selected from over 

seventy applicants. This pilot course was a joint 

venture by Barnardo’s and Horizon and accredited 

by the City and Guilds Institute in London. A book 

"Side by Side’ was launched in celebration of the 

project. It describes the background and aims of 

this unique project, tries to capture a sense of the 

experience through photographs and excerpts from 

participants’ diaries and it details a number of 

important recommendations for the future. These 

include: 

* The rapid integration of pilot projects and 

programmes into mainstream work is critical if 

the experiences and practical lessons learned are 

not to be lost. 

  

Xx Ongoing support needs to be offered to trainees 

atthe end of the formal course. This is particularly 

important if Knowledge and experience gained 

from the course are to be translated into 

employment opportunities. 

* Funding needs to be made available to allow 

Travellers to take advantage ol higher education 

and to compensate for their disadvantaged early 

education. 

* Pre-school provision in Traveller communities 

must be actively promoted. This would mean that 

the skills the trainees have gained from the course 

would be of benefit to the Travellers themselves. 

Side by Side was published by the N.C.R.C. and costs 

£5.00.



  

  

  

  
  

The United Nations Convention on the 

Rights of the Child and Children in | 

Residential Care 

The UN Convention on the Rights of 

the Child recognises explicitly that 

children have civil and political rights 

in addition to the more generally 

accepted rights of provision and 

protection. The child’s right to 

participation is thus placed firmly on 

the agenda. 

The Convention deals with the rights of 

children (defined as up to the age of 18) 

in a very wide-ranging context. However, 

it is with three articles which embody the 

underlying principles of the convention 

with which we are concerned here. 

Briefly, Article 2 states that there will be 

no discrimination in ensuring that the 

rights of all children are implemented; 

Article 3 provides that in all matters 

pertaining to the child, the child’s best 

interests will be the paramount 

consideration, and Article 12 states that 

children have the right to express 

opinions and views on all matters that 

concern them. 

These three fundamental principles form 

the basis for any analysis of legislation,   
4 

policy or practice as it applies to children. | 

In the context of non-discrimination, an 

obvious area where this principle needs 

to be adhered to is in a child’s access to 

residential care. Until the enactment of 

Part 2 of the Child Care Act 1991, there 

was no legal obligation on the State to 

provide residential care for children aged 

16-18. All children up to the age of 18 

now come within the remit of the Health 

Boards. However, it remains to be seen 

how this will work in practice as places 

in residential care are limited, and 

homeless children are accommodated on 

an on-going basis in arange of unsuitable 

ways, including B & Bs and hospitals. 

In the context ofthe child’s best interests 
being paramount, the Convention 

specifically states that children separated 

from their parents have the right to 

maintain personal relations and direct 

contact with both parents on a regular 

basis, unless specifically contrary to their 

best interests. This gives formal acknow- 

ledgement to the growing body ol 

opinion among professionals working 

with children in residential care, that the 

 



  

  

  

  

maintaining of links with the child’s 

family is the best way to proceed. 

Pending the implementation of Part 8 of 

the Child Care Act, relating to children’s 

residential centres, a Draft Guide to 

Standards in Children’s Residential 

Centres has been drawn up by a working 

group comprising both statutory and non- 

statutory agencies. Cognisance of one 

fundamental right of children has been 

taken in that it is stated in the Guide that 

“each children’s residential centre should 

ensure that children’s views and opinions 

are sought and help to inform care 

practices and care planning”. It is further 

stated that the child has a right to be heard 

and that procedures should be in place 

to process complaints. However, when 

the section of the Draft Guide dealing 

with the imposing of sanctions on 

children in care is looked at there is a 

noticeable absence of the idea of an 

appeal procedure for children. There is 

also no specific recommendation that 

children in care be informed about their 

health care, as would be required by the 

Convention. Given that children up to 

18 will be placed in residential care, this 

needs to be addressed. 

A potential cause for concern regarding 

the ensuring of children’s right in 

residential care is the fact that the 

regulation and inspection of residential 

homes, run by the Health Boards, is also   

the responsibility of the Health Boarus 

themselves. Should the Health Boards 

be the body monitoring their own area 

of responsibility? Who will have access 

to their review documents? There is an 

obvious need for the setting up of an 

independent body to fulfill this and other 

functions in the area of children’s rights. 

Possibilities include that of an 

Ombudsman, based on the Swedish or 

Norwegian models, a Children’s Rights 

Commissioner, such as is being mooted 

in the UK, or as a step in the right 

direction, the appointment of 

independent Children’s Rights Officers. 

The principles enshrined in the 

Convention herald a new and overdue era 

in the way in which the rights and welfare 

of children are considered. 

Implelmenting the Convention presents 

a great challenge to legislators, 

policymakers and service providers alike. 

That the process has begun is a welcome 

step forward. 

ROSEMARY K O’CONNELI. 

Co-ordinator 

Children’s Rights Alliance - 

Republic of Ireland 
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A RESPONSE TO THE DRAFT GUIDE 

[O STANDARDS IN CHILDREN’S 

RESIDENTIAL CENTRE 
“* The “Draft Guide” launched in January 1995 

is a welcome document within the Residential 

Child Care Field as it creates a clear context 

for the delivery of Residential Child Care 

services into the year 2000. 

+ Part VIII of the Child Care Act 1991 requires 

the Minister of Health to make regulations 

for the purpose of ensuring proper standards 

in residential centres. These include; 

adequate and suitable accommodation, food 

and care for children while being 

accommodated in centres and the proper 

conduct of centres and provides for the 
enforcement of these regulations by Health 
Boards. 

The draft needs to be viewed as the first 

significant step in attempting to meet the 

requirements of part VIII of the Child Care 

Act. 

Standards within residential Care have been 

constantly challenged, with the recent child 

abuse cases widely publicised and the plight 

of children who have to be cared for apart 

from their families of origin has become a 

national issue. 

“* By highlighting a number of key aspects of 

care within a residential setting. 

+ Respect for child’s dignity & individuality 

¢ Preserving child’s sense of identity 

e The child”s right to be heard 

+ 
4 

« 

e Child's Protection 

e Education 

Health 

Physical aspects ofthe Residential Centre 

to name but 7 of the 14, the child’s voice and 

the child’s rights become real in this draft 

document. This is an important change in 

legislative provision; an obvious move 

forward when compared to the silence of the 
past. 

What children, as a group, lack is power. As 

consumers of the care we offer, they have 

rarely been given consumers’ rights and 

certainly little opportunity to comment, be 

consulted and most certainly no chance to 

complain. 

These standards hopefully usher in a new 

mood and direction for residential care: 

* Mutual respect 

e Consultation 

e Shared clear expectations 

« Measurable criteria 

¢ Openness about and clarity of purpose 
for all 

Importantly the child’s family is promoted 

and involved more closely. Primarily to 

maintain the bond between child and family 

(carers) but also to add further power to the 

child’s position and hopefully more



  

| FEATURE... FEATURE... FEATURE... 
  

opportunities tor good outcomes tor the child. 

& In short the document strives Lo creale a NEW 

standard of : 

> Sensible empowerment of child and 

family 

% Residential Child Care in my view is another 

service in supporting families to care, educate 

and provide for their children. 

“It will be within this framework that 

professionals who are charged for caring for 

children who are away from their homes 

begin to implement the guidance that 1s 

created within this draft. 

Child Care workers all around Ireland will 

know much of what is within the draft and 

will already have begun to implement the 

requirements ofthe guide. 

+ However, what is available in this document 

is a much more systematic, upfront attempt 

at standardising the care we deliver by stating 

clearly from the outset what centres provide, 

what is their purpose, and what children can 

expect. 

The “Draft Guide” is concrete, practical and 

relevant. Some of its very simplicity ts ths 

strength and authority. 

In its Introduction the guide does caution that 

vis general. I is understandable uiat it could 

not encompass issues and standards for 

specific groups of children and comment on 

their complex needs. 

*+ The document does not cross departments 

unlike children’s issues and needs (ie 

educational residential provision). However 

this will not prevent the development of good 

standards and practice. 

* This document is too useful not to be read 

and implemented. 

Working group on standards in Childrens 

Residential Centres - Draft Guide to standards 

in Children’s Residential centres - published 

by Department of Health - January 1995. 

MICHAEL DONNELLAN 

Director 

Finglas Children’s Centre 

St Michael’s Remand and Assessment Unit 

& St Laurence’s Special School 

  

  

If you require books, reports or journal 

articles on residential care, contact our 

information service. We will gladly do a 

literature search for you.   
  

 



  

  

  

  
  

A Study of Parenting Programmes tn Ireland: 

EXPLORATION OF NEEDS 

AND CURRENT PROVISION 
This study was jointly initiated by the Health 
Promotion Unit and the Child Care Policy 

Unit of the Department of Health and the 

National Children’s Resource Centre, 

Barnardo’s, with a representative from each 

forming the steering committee. 

The primary aim of the study was to ascertain 

the needs for education/training/support for 

parents at community level and the need for 

training materials (discussed in Section 3 — Ex- 

ploration of Needs). The second aim was to 

obtain information on parenting programmes 

identified during the course of the study (dis- 
cussed in Section 4 — Current Provision). This 

information forms a database of parenting 

programmes available to parents and 

organisations on request. (Reference Section 1). 

An advisory panel consisting of representatives 

from both statutory and voluntary bodies was 

established to advise on key issues throughout 

the study. 

A cross sectional survey method was used with 

two components: 

  

1. Exploration of Needs 
  

(i) A questionnaire was distributed to three 

hundred and eighty facilitators of parenting 

programmes to ascertain their perception 

of parents’s needs. 

(ii) A semi-structured interview based on this 

questionnaire was conducted with a sample 

of eighty-six parents to ascertain their per- 

ceptions of needs. 

  

2. Current Provision 
  

(i) The questionnaire distributed to facilitators 

contained a section to obtain information 

in the programme being offered by them. 

The results from facilitators and parents re- 

sponses indicate that there is a need for a vari- 

ety of forms of parent education which should 

be available at local community level. With re- 

gard to materials, the results indicate that there 

is a need for materials that are appropriate to 

the Irish context and to different socio-economic 

groups. 

The main form of parent education identified in 

the course of the study was that of the struc- 

tured parenting course for groups of parents, 

with the key players at a nationwide level be- 

ing schools and local parish structures. There 

is some local co-ordination of programmes, 

however, much of the provision appears to oc- 

cur in an ad hoc manner, with little or no com- | 

munication between courses. These and other ' 
findings are discussed and a number or recom- | 

mendations are made on the basis of the issues | 

arising. 

The study was officially launched by Austin | 

Curry, Minister of State with special responsi- | 

bility for children on 27th February 1995.  



  

  

  

    

PARENTING MATERIALS 
Those of you who are currently involved in providing 

parenting programmes may be interested to know about 

the following materials that are available: 

BOOKS 

Birth to Three: a parents guide to child development! by C. 
Jessell; London, Bloomsbury, 199 

Brief Family Therapy 

Child Care & Health for Nursery Nurses/ by Jean Brian and 

Molly D. Martin; 3rd edition; Cheltenham, England, Stanley 

Thornes Ltd., 1989; ISBN 1871402131 

Child Development and Personality! by Paul Henry Mussen ... 
{et al.]; 7th edition; New York, London, Harper and Row, 

1990; ISBN 0060446951 

Childhood and Adolescence: a psychology of the growing person/ 
by Laurence Stone and Joseph Church; 3rd edition; New york, 
Random House, 1973; ISBN 0394317238 

Coping Alone: a handbook for single parents/ by Clara Clarke; 
Dublin Poolbeg Press, 1990; ISBN 1853710954 

Discipline: a positive guide for parents! Martin Herbert; New 

York, Oxford, Basil Blackwell, 1989; ISBN 0631168753 

Emerging Literacy: young Children learn to read and write! by 
Strickland, D. & Morrow L.M. (ed.); U.S.A., International 
Reading Association, 1989. 

Fundamentals of Co-counselling 

Growing Together/ by Lorraine Amaldorara 

Happy Children / by Soltz 

It Takes Two: a Hanen early learning language parent guidel by 
Ayala Manolson; Toronto, Hanen Centre, 1984. 

Management and the Psychology of Schools/ by Wolfendale, S. 
(1982) 

Parental Involvement in Primary Schools! by Cyster, R., Clift, 
P.S. and Battle, S.; London, NFER-Nelson, 1979. 

Parenting: a handbook for parents/ in association with the Gay 
Byrne Show and Maureen Gaffney ...[et al]; Dublin, 

Townhouse, 1991; ISBN 0060446951 

Parents as Partners in Education: the school and home working 
together/ by E.H. Berger, 1987 

Parents in Education: resource manual! by National College of 

Industrial Relations (NCIR); Dublin, NCIR. 

Playtime/ by Cora Molly; Dublin, Folens 

Open Family Living: a new approach for enriching your life 

together/ by Thomas C. McGinnis and John U. Ayres; London, 

Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1976; ISBN 0710084579 

Winning Teenagers over/ by Francis X Walton 

Your Child’s Development from Birth to Adolescence/ by R. 

Lansdown amd M. Walker; London, Francis Lincoln,1991; 

ISBN 0711206465 

Your Growing Child/ by Dunn and Hargitt   

RESOURCE PACKS 

Assertiveness for Teenagers/ by Mickey Quinn and Terry Quinn: 
Newry, Family Caring Trust. 

Hanen Parent Programme (includes Leaders Guide ‘Making 

Hanen Happen’)/ by Clare Watson; Toronto, Hanen Centre. 

Married Listening/ by Mickey Quinn and Terry Quinn; Newry, 
Family Caring Trsut; ISBN 1872253016 

Parenting and Sex/ by Mickey Quinn and Terry Quinn; Newry, 

Family Caring Trust; ISBN 1872253024 

Parenting Skills Programme/ by Mickey Quinn and Terry Quinn; 
Newry, Family Caring Trust, Veritas Family Resources, 1986; 
ISBN 0862171911 

Parents and Teenagers/ by The Open University in association 
with the Health Education Council and the Scottish Health 
Education Group; London, Harper and Row, 1982; ISBN 
033510326X 

Parents as Educators/ by Mickey Quinn and Terry Quinnn; Newry, 

Family Caring Trust | 

Parents Assertiveness Programme/ by Mickey Quinn and Terry 
Quinn; Newry, family Caring Trust, ISBN 1872253067 

Parents Effectiveness Programme Training 

Praying with Scripture Programme/ by Mickey Quinn and Terry 

Quinn; Newry, Family Caring Trsut; ISBN 1872253040 

Stay Safe Programme/ by Child Abuse Prevention Programme; 
Dublin, Health Promotion Unit and Department of Health, 
1991 

Systematic Training for Effective Parenting (STEPS)/ by D. 
Duckmeyer and G. McKay; Minnesota, American Guidance 

Centre 

Systematic Training for Effective Parenting of Teens (STEPS) 
by D. Duckmeyer and G. 

McKay; Minnesota, American Guidance Centre 

Teen Parenting Programmel by Mickey Quinn and Terry Quinn; 
Newry, Family CAring Trust. 

Your Pre-school Child/by the Open University in association with 

the Health Education Council and the Scottish Health 

Edcuation Group; London, Harper and Row 

VIDEOS 
Baby to Toddler: living together, learning together! by Penelope 

Leach; London, Lifetime Productions, 1987. 

Sex Education for Boys/ Angela McNamara 

LEAFLETS 
Listening to Your Child! by Irish Society for the Prevention of 

Cruelty to Children (ISPCC); Dublin 

Tips 10 Beat Stress/ by The Irish Society for the Prevention of 
Cruelty to Children (ISPCC); Dublin. 
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A REPORT FROM 

THE EUROPEAN FORUM 

FOR CHILD WELFARE 

The European Forum for Child Welfare's 

objective of having a specific reference to 

children included in the 1996 revision of 

the Maastricht Treaty got a welcome boost 

recently when the Minister for State with 

responsibility for children, Austin Currie 

TD, declared his support. Mr Currie was 

speaking following the successful 

presentation by Focus on Children to the 

Forum for Peace and Reconciliation at 

Dublin Castle. Much remains to be done 

to turn the Minister’s support into a 

Government commitment before the Inter 

Governmental Conference under the Irish 

EU Presidency in the latter half of 1996. 

However Mr Currie’s statement has already 

been welcomed by child welfare colleagues 

throughout Europe. 

EFCW Bureau prepare for A.G.M. 

The EFCW Bureau met recently in Faro, 

Portugal, to prepare for the Annual General 

Meeting and Conference which this year is 

being held in Rome from 27 to 29 April. 

The Conference, the first day of which will 

be held in the Italian Parliament, has as its 

theme the Rights of the Child in the Wider 

Europe: Local, National, European and 

International Dimensions. Minister Currie 

has been invited to speak at the conference 

10 

as have the Italian Minister and se 

MEPs and a representative of the Eurc 

Commission. 

Represented at World Summit 

The European Forum was represented 

recent UN World Summit on S 

Development in Copenhagen, h 

received accreditation from the U 

Nations in New York. 

Mailing Subscribers 

Organisations which do not wish to t 

full voting members of the Intern 

Forum for Child Welfare, of which 

is the European regional groupin 

become a mailing subscriber to EF 

an annual fee of 2200 Belgian fr 

Stg£44.00. For this fee mailing sub: 

receive documentation from the E 

office, including à COPY of the 

quarterly newsletter, Eurochild, v 

published in English and Fre 

Barnardo’s in Ireland. I 

subscriptions should be sent 

Secretary-General, European Fe 

Child Welfare, 1 Rue Defacaz, 

Brussels, Belgium. 

OWEN KEENAN 

EFCW Treasurer 

mere
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3 (0417) | 
Cost: 

6 

  

| NSSBS seminar on “Teamwork - How to. Develop 
A Effective Teams’ an So     

_NSSB seminar on Family Law a . 
: No details. 

Venue: NSSB. Dublin. 

NSSB seminar on ‘Managing your Project” 

Cost: . 

Contact: NSSB. as above. 

No details. 

  1 nn c/o The Sisters a: 
|, Beaumont, Dublin 9. 

20 

Employee Support Services (EAP) one e day Seminar : 
on ‘Self. Care: Perf ming Effectively Under Pressu re 

E Cost: -No details o : E. 

Venue: Hotel Conrad, Dublin ! 
| Contact: EAP Institute, 143Be | 

  

  
  

    

  

  

  

    

  
  

    

        

  

      ck Street, ‘Waterford ae 

Newbridge Parent 4 and Toddler Group one day 

a ‚workshop on ‘Setting up Parent and Toddler Groups’ E 
Cost £3. 00 to 5.00. (may be raten for room. 

e hire) 

  

Venue: 7 Parish Centre; Co Kildare 
da Contact: Evelyn (045): 32523. Carol (045) 35277. 

| Hospitaller Order of St John of God conference on : 

‘The Dependant Elderly - Partnership in Care’  



  

    
Cost: £40.00. o 

Venue: Hospitaller House, Stillorgan, Co. Dublin. | 

Contact: Brigid Kennedy. Tel: (01) 2831201. | 

  

JUNE 
  

21-24 International Society for the Study of Personality 

Disorders (ISSPD) Fourth International Congress 

. Cost:  £220 (ISSPD member) 

£230 (Delegates) 

£175 (Trainees/Residents/Nurses) 

~ £60(Accompanying persons) 
Venue: Trinity College, Dublin 

Contact: ISSPD Congress, 10 Hagans Court; Lad Lane, 

Dublin 2. Tel: (01) 6618904. Fax: (01) 6785047 © 

  

AUGUST 
  

23-26 Third European Down Syndrome Conference 

“Towards an Inclusive Society”. 

Cost: No. details 

Venue: O'Reilly Conference Centre, UCD, Belfield, 

Dublin 4, 

Contact: The Conference Office, Agenda Ltd., 10 Hagan 

_ Court, Lad Lane, Dublin 2. 

Tel (01) 6769255 

  
  

  

    _ NATIONAL CHI DREN'S 
RESOURCE CENTRE 

  
  

  

D. Ss 

| Christchurch Square 

o Dublin 8 | | 

| te: 1) 4549699 
Fax: (01) 4530300 

          
  

12 

SEPTEMBER | | 

  

| OVERSEAS DIARY 

  

  

MAY 
  

12 CarePlan Conference on ‘The Future for Individual . 

Care Planning’ | oe 
Cost: Stg£80.00 
Venue: King’s Fund Centre, London | 
Contact: Positive Publications, 84 Dowanhill ‚Rd, | 
London SE6 1SY. E 

Tel: 0044 181 698 5716. 

  

JUNE 
  

15 Child AIDS Exhibition on ‘HIV and AIDS: 

Children’s Voices” o : 

Cost: No details available 

Venue: London Li ghthouse 
Contact: Alison Adoff, National Forum on AIDS and A 

Children, 8 Warley Street, London EC1V TE el: 

0044 171 843 6057. Li 

        

29 Choicesin Childcare 1995: AGM and Seminar 008 

Cost: Members: ‚Stg£10. 00. Non-members Stg£25. 00. 2 

Venue: London Voluntary Sector Resources Centre 
Contact: Clare Burnell, Choices in Childcare, | 14- 18 

West Bar Green, Shetfield Si 2DA, England. 

    

15-16 Fragile X Sharon: Advances and Innovations | 

Cost: Stg£150.00. : 

Venue: St George’s Hospital Medical School, London, coe 

Contact: St George’ s Hospital as above. oS mes 

30 Psychiatry ia Medicine | 
Cost: Stg£150.00 o NE, 
Venue: St George’s Hospital Medical School, London. 7 | 

Contact: St George’s Hospital as above. | 

  

  

  

6-9 4th European Scientific Association for or Residential 

and Foster Care for Children and Adolescents 

(EUSARF) Congress - “There is no Place like Home _ 

Supporting Childreni in Need and their Families 

Cost: No details | 

Venue: Leuven, Belgium 

Contact: Mrs B van den Bruel, Vesaliusstraat2, B- 3000 

Leuven, Belgium. 

Tel: er 16)32 62 78 Fax: ex 1057 62 00 

     


